
 International In Nepal                                                   JOB DESCRIPTION 
  
Functional Title:                               Coordinator - Business Development                  

Responsibility level/Grade:  Coordinator / Grade H  

Department/Project:   Central Office 

Work Station:    Kathmandu 

Incumbent's Name:   Vacant 

Supervisor/Principal Evaluator: Country Director  

 
JOB SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of the role is to manage overall areas of business development and designing programs in 
line with the CARE Nepal Business strategy and Care International Vision 2030 priorities ensuring 
programmatic learning through knowledge management and impact assessment. This position is 
responsible for donor coordination and cultivation, including regular meetings with potential institutional, 
individual donors and private contractors. The responsibility includes managing donor cultivation plans, 
promoting and dissemination communications materials to showcase CARE’s work with key potential 
donors.  
 
The scope of this position requires providing support to oversee areas of donor intelligence, proposal 
development, fundraising, and strengthen organizational profile. The position is responsible to support 
organization in achieving systemic change that contribute to poverty reduction and empowerment of the 
poor and marginalized population. S/he will lead development, update and implementation of CARE’s 
Resource Mobilization Strategy for Nepal to successfully deliver results, build/maintain relationships and 
secure fund from existing and potential funders/clients, and further support CARE Nepal’s thematic and 
delivery teams to produce timely and high quality funding applications and reports ensuring donor 
compliance and contractual requirements. 
 
The position requires to work closely with the programme thematic coordinators and the technical 
specialists during the design process and critical stages of the project cycle. The position will also work 
closely with the budget and human resources teams to ensure appropriate costing and resourcing for 
new funding proposals. This position is responsible for using information of the findings gathered from 
the field, through underlying causes of poverty, vulnerability and conflict analysis during design process, 
inception reviews, monitoring and evaluation processes. This position will coordinate with project and 
cluster teams to draft concept notes based on the gaps identified during the project implementation and 
new issues generated from the field. In collaboration with the technical experts, s/he will ensure 
mainstreaming of gender, social inclusion, disaster risk reduction and conflict sensitivity as appropriate. 
S/he will maintain relationship with multiple government line ministries and CI members in view of 
understanding government policies plans and provisions and CI interest areas/expertise. This position 
will work in harmony with Program Support, HR, Procurement, Finance and other units in the 
organization and is supported by the program units at the Regional and Headquarters in CARE USA as 
well as with other CARE International members. This position is a key member of the CO Senior 
Management Team. 
 
The employee shall fully comply with CARE policies and procedures and should be accountable for it.  
 
RESPONSIBILITIES AND TASKS: 
 
R1. Program Design and Strategy Development 
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 Lead and coordinate the development of new concept notes, project proposals and programs in 

response to solicited and unsolicited local and global calls in consultation with project staff and 
cluster teams 

 Develop and share CARE Nepal (CN) program frameworks with CI members, local donors and 
partners; seek input and develop programs and strategy that are in line with CN focus areas and 
global CARE priorities 

 Develop/update and implement organisation’s Resource Mobilisation Strategy for growth in Nepal.  

 Contribute/lead in planning and development of CO strategic plan and policies; formulation of and 
implementation of program approach/framework with support from the thematic coordinators and 
technical experts 

 Keep track of the call forecasts of major donors that are in line with national development goals and 
CO priority; Integrate learning from on-going projects into new program design and programming 
strategies 

 Establish effective linkages and partnership with all units of the organization and clusters for 
smooth design, implementation/learning and monitoring and evaluation of program 

 Work closely with finance in updating the pipeline, being watchful of SPC requirements etc. 
 

R2. Generating Funding and Managing Relationships 
 

 Profile CARE Nepal’s unique selling points and capacities in Gender Justice, Economic 
empowerment, Disaster Risk Reduction, and climate change sectors for achieving impact at scale 
and effective resource mobilisation.  

 Proactively approach, collect, update and share information on donor priorities and funding calls 
(local and international) and share relevant opportunities/pipelines with Regional Management 
Unit(ARMU), relevant programme team and with CI members and CARE USA CBU.  

 Explore, identify and gather intelligence on the donor/client interests, trends and new areas of 
opportunities, analyse and share with relevant colleagues (country, region and CARE USA).  

 Analyse/summarise donor/client call guidelines/ToR and share/brief to relevant colleagues.  

 Proactive engagement in gathering intelligence on upcoming opportunities, donor landscape, and 
identifying the right partners for the bids. 

 Coordinate/facilitate project design meetings and provide critical inputs in project design and 
finalise the application package (problem tree analysis, concept note, and logical framework, 
theory of change, proposal and budget) ensuring requirement in the donor guidelines and 
internal/external compliance. 

 Quality assurance of logical framework, concept notes budget and narrative proposal, finalise the 
application package and submit to CMP or CARE USA.  

 Keep track of donor reporting requirements of the projects and finalise donor reports in 
coordination with the project/award team ensuring award/contract compliance. 

 Ensure internal compliance of the organisation related to business development.  

 Build the capacity of relevant staff and provide constructive feedbacks to write quality proposals 
including concept notes for the idea bank, through skills and knowledge sharing.  

 Meet donors, clients, governments, prospective consortium partners and relevant groups to 
strengthen relationship including profiling of CARE’s work for better relationship and tap funding  

 Actively contribute to the development of our brand essence and positioning. 
 

R3. Internal and external Coordination and Cultivation with stakeholders  
 

 Ensure CARE Nepal resources mobilisation and cultivation plan are reviewed in the changing 
context and implemented. 
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 Lead in managing donor relations and act as intel depository on all new proposal decision to ensure 

informed go/ no go decision.  

 Based on the Intel, propose / recommend best value for money consortium/ partnership and position 
CARE as partner of choice.  

 Maintain close coordination and collaboration with ACD- PQ and program team and Grants and 
Budget team.    
 

R4. Representation  
 

 Represent CARE at government, non-government and donor platforms for strengthening CARE 
Nepal’s image and positioning its priorities to the external community 

 Establish partnership with organizations (government, civil society, networks and federations) to 
seek input while working on program approach 

 Establish good relationship with multiple CI members; present CARE Nepal priority program 
focus areas and learn about CI member strategic plan etc; and participate in meetings and 
consultation within CARE country offices, ARMU and CI members and contribute in decision 
making processes. 

 Contribute to the emergency response team (ERT) of CARE Nepal; Nepal water partnership, 
Nepal Psychosocial Association, Sexual and Gender based Violence network and other relevant 
networks and advocacy groups 
 

R5. Mission level strategic contributions  
 

 Contribute in the development of Strategic Plan of the CO 

 Contribute in development of AOP, annual reports and other CARE publications. 

 Participate in the Senior Management Team to gain a comprehensive understanding of the 
organization and contributing to the development of the organizational goals. 
 

R6.   Staff Management 
 

 Provide proper supervision and management for all direct reports and lead the establishment 
and functioning of a strong, effective and coordinated team. 

 Ensure the proper implementation of CARE's performance management system for direct 
reports, including job descriptions, regular feedback, mid-term reviews and annual performance 
appraisals. 

 Proactively address performance issues through regular, constructive and honest feedback 
and coaching.  

 Identify necessary staff development, career development and succession planning strategies 
for direct reports. 

 Ensure that space and incentives are available to allow staff to develop and innovate.  

 Oversee the recruitment and orientation of new senior program staff. 
 
R7.   Upholding CARE’s Core values and ensuring its principles 
 

 Comply and exercise organizational values and culture 

 Help to promote rights and good governance. 

 Ensure that all involved acting on the organisation’s behalf is well aware on Safeguarding 

Policy, Diversity and Dignity in the Workplace Policy, Code of Conduct, Fraud policy and 

Whistleblowing policy. 
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 Ensure beneficiaries whom we work with are aware of the safeguarding policy including the 

reporting lines when appropriate.  

 Responsible for gender responsive behaviour in all actions and decisions. Ensure non-

discriminative behaviour based on gender, age, sex, race, ethnic background, culture, 

disability, nationality, religion and marital status. Is sensitive and adaptable to gender and 

social inclusion. 

 
R8. Undertake other responsibilities as required by Supervisor 
 

 As may be directed by the Supervisor, accept any assignment in keeping with the type of 

responsibilities as referenced above. 

 
AUTHORITY:  
Spending Authority: As per ASF 
 
SUPERVISION: 
Program Development Officer(s)  
 
WORKING CONDITIONS: 
Based in Kathmandu with field visits as required 
 
PERSON SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS: 
 
Qualification:  
Master's Degree in Sociology/ Economics / Development Management and/or other related fields.  
 
Experience: 
10 years’ experience in the development sector with at least 7 years’ experience in project/ program 
design and development. Familiar with current development practices, policies and organizations in 
Nepal   
 
Skills and knowledge:  

 Strong knowledge and experience in project/program design and development. 

 Proven analytical skills and the ability to think strategically in relation to business development. 

 Experience of interpreting donor policies and guidelines and producing and/or making 

recommendations for producing high quality proposals  

 Proven analytical skills and the ability to think strategically in relation to business development 

 Demonstrable experience of researching, developing and nurturing relationships with various 

sector donor/clients. 

 Ability to represent the organization’s work 

 Numerate with some understanding of budgets. 

 Understanding of project design tools and frameworks such as problem tree analysis, logical 

framework, theory of change and other. 

 Experience in dealing with diverse donor(s)/client. 

 Demonstrated skills in prioritizing task and meeting deadlines. 

 Ability to work with virtual cross-functional teams. 
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 Experience working with multi-disciplinary team 

 Excellent interpersonal verbal and written communication skills. 

 Fluency in English language (written and oral communication). 

 Strong presentation and reporting skills. 

 Familiar about international development goals and country strategies.  

 Excellent writing, documentation and dissemination skills. 

 Strong ability to work in a team and coordinate tasks and responsibilities. 

 Good interpersonal and communication skills. 

 In-depth knowledge on gender equity and diversity, and rights based programming. 

 Ability to use computer applications.  

 
Competencies: 

 Adaptability: Adapts to changing business needs, conditions, and work responsibilities.  

 Emotional Intelligence: Emotional Self-Awareness to focus attention on self-emotional state 

 Stress Management: Maintains composure in highly stressful or adverse situations.  

 Negotiations Skills: Diplomatically handles challenging or tense interpersonal situations.  

 Strategic Decision Making: Makes timely, informed decisions that take into account the facts, 

future goals, constraints, and risks.  

 Political Acumen: Uses knowledge of the organization and political climate to solve problems 

and accomplish goals. Understands how the roles, products, and services of one’s work unit 

relate to and impact those of other work units. 

 Communicating with Impact: Ensures that others involved in a project or effort are kept 

informed about developments and plans.  

 Coaching: Enables co-workers to grow and succeed through feedback, instruction, and 

encouragement.  

 Building Partnerships: Develops networks and builds alliances with all stakeholders within and 

outside the organization.  

 
 
 
Approved by: ______________     Date: _____________ 
 
 
 
 
Agreed by: ________________      Date: _____________ 
 
 
 


